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Break supervision - safety regulations 

In general: 

-Please notice the proposed observation spots on the surveillance map  

-Primary school students are not allowed to go over to the RIS during the small breaks.  

-KG and Basis Level always stay on our Swiss School campus, if not accompanied by teachers.  
 

Red Zone (sports hall): 

- KG students are not allowed in the gym if football is played by older students.     
- Students are only allowed to climb on the climbing wall when instructed by a teacher.                                                                                                                         
- The right side of the gym is reserved for football, the left side for other sports.             
- No vehicles, skateboards or roller skates in this area. 
- No deliberate shots with any kinds of objects towards the roof are allowed (building 
damage) 
 

White Zone (upper floors): 

- KG students are not allowed to go to the upper floors by themselves during break time. 

- No running in the hallways (slippery when wet) 

- No climbing on the small front roof 

- No standing on the seats (prevention of falling) 
 

Dark Green Zone (parking area and amphitheatre): 

-Students are not allowed to play in the parking area (cars, motorcycles, bicycles!)    
 

Orange Zone (flying fox, soccer field,  small baseball area): 

-KG students are only allowed to play on the flying fox if accompanied  by their teachers 

-KG students are not allowed in the changing rooms of the gym 

-Notice attached “5 golden rules for the flying fox” 
 

Light Green Zone (playground):  

-No walking, climbing on/or jumping from the “tunnel” of the slide. 

 

Light Blue Zone (inner yard): 

-No running in the hallways (slippery when wet) 
 

Dark Blue Zone (St. Thomas Church) 

-Please patrol on ground/first floor.  

-No recess area – send students of all ages to the Swiss School area.  

 

If you think that something is missing on this list please do not hesitate to inform  

Remo or Johanna so that it can be added. Thank you very much! 


